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Working on Publications using InDesign CS2™ 
 
Working with Masters - Auto Page Number 

 
1. Open InDesign and check Preferences.  Make adjustments as needed, check Units and 

Increments and set the origin of the ruler to Spread. 
 
2. Under file, create a New document of six pages.  Uncheck the “facing pages” option. 

 
3. In the Pages palette, double click on the “A-Master” icon, you will initially be working on 

the Master sheet rather than one of the pages in your document.  Go to View on the Menu 
Bar and click on Grids & Guides -> Show Document Grid. 

 
4. To create automatic page numbers, select the Text tool from the toolbar and draw a 

rectangle, in the lower right corner of the right page (inside the margins).  Make the box 
large enough for your largest number (2 digits? 3 digits?), this box will determine the 
location of the page numbers.  We want the page numbers to be assigned automatically so 
that they will be corrected if page order is changed. 

 
5. Go to Type > Insert Special Character > Auto Page Number and click it.  The letter “A” 

should appear in your text box.  This letter indicates what Master is being applied and that 
the numbering will be automatic.  

 
6. Back in the Pages palette, check to see if each of the six pages have the letter “A” in the 

center of them.  This letter indicates that “A-Master” has been applied to that page.  If any 
of the pages do not have an “A”, click on the A-Master and drag it to the page(s).  The “A” 
should now appear. 

 
7. In the bottom half of the Pages palette, click on the individual pages to make them visible.  

Note the page numbers are in the bottom right corner. 
 

8. To check that you can re-arrange pages and that the numbering changes, double-click on 
page “6” to open it.  In the upper left area use your Text tool to draw a Text box and to 
place your initials in capital letters. 

 
9. Go back to the Pages palette and grab/drag the number “6” page up to the left of page 

“4” until you see a black bar in front of page “4” and drop it.  Double-click on page “4”, 
your initials should appear on the page and the number “4” in the page number area.  
Double-click on page “6”; the only thing on the page should be the page number “6”. 

 
Working with a Master Spread - Auto Page Number 
 

10. Without closing this document, create a New document with “6” facing pages.  In the 
Pages palette look at the pattern in which the pages are set up.  Note that the “A-Master” 
has two pages rather than one. 

 
11. Double-click on the left page of A-Master and the two Master pages in a spread will 

appear.  Add automatic page numbering to the lower right corner of each Master.  Refer to  
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tasks #4 and #5 for assistance if needed.  Don’t forget to turn on Show Document Grid.  
Count grid squares to place the page number in the same location. 

 
12. Click on the individual pages in the Page palette.  Is anything wrong with these pages? 

 
13. Pick up the Selection tool and double-click on the left page of the “A-Master” spread.  

Select the page number Text box and move it to the left side of the page.  Check each 
individual page.  The page number should be correct, but the number will now be on the 
bottom left side of the left side pages. 

 
Hint: Turn on the background grid before drawing the page number text boxes.  It is easier to get 
the same spacing on both pages.  Try copy – paste as an easy way to get your auto numbering 
boxes the same. 
 

 
Creating a Master from an Existing Master 
 

14. If you like an existing Master but want to create a new Master with added features, click on 
a page the existing Master has been applied to and drag it up to the Master area.  If the 
Master is a Master Spread, click on the first page then hold down the Shift key and click 
on the other page in the spread.  Both pages will be highlighted.  Click and drag the pages 
to the Master area and a new Master Spread will be created. 

 
15. Note that the new Master has a letter “A” in it.  This reminds you that the Master is derived 

from A-Master.  Changes to the A-Master will change the new Master as well. 
 
Overriding Master Objects 
 

16. If you would like to change an object that is currently being controlled by a Master, open 
the page that contains the object.  Press Ctrl + Shift (PC) or Command + Shift (Mac) while 
selecting the object.  You will now be able to alter the state of that object.  

 
17.  The “override” can be removed by, selecting the objects again, going to the Pages 

palette menu and choosing “Remove Selected Local Overrides”. 
 
Working with Composition 
 

18. See the attached sheet for an explanation of Composition, then try placing text in a text 
box and resize the box.  Go to Paragraph palette menu and click the arrow button for 
more options.  Change to the Single line composer.  Justify (full) your text box. 

 
19. Change back from Single-line Composer to Paragraph Composer and see the difference in 

the justification of the text. 
 
Saving a document as a Template 

 
20. If you will be re-using your basic document but making changes in the future, consider saving it 

as a Template.  Masters can’t be saved outside of an InDesign document or exported so 
templates are the way to handle this problem.  Each time you open the Template document you 
will then get a copy of the original to work on without altering the original Template. 
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21. When saving a document as a Template, the function is the same on both the Mac and the PC. 

 
Working with Books and Libraries 

 
Hint: If you are creating a long document with many sections or chapters you might want to 
consider creating a book to store your documents in. 
 
21. To create a new “Book,” go to File > New and select Book. 
 
22. After creating a “Book,” add your documents (one for each chapter or section) and the “Book” 

will keep track of those documents for you.  The advantages of this approach include being able 
to continue page numbering from one section or chapter to the next, being able to include the 
same document in multiple books and the ability to synchronize styles and swatches across all 
documents in the Book. 

 
23. Libraries, rather than storing books, are used to store object that you use frequently while 

working in InDesign CS2.  Those objects might be images, graphics, boxes, borders or an entire 
page of objects.  The Library functions as an efficient object warehouse that makes commonly 
used objects easier to find. 

 
24. Add objects to your Library by dragging the object to the Library Palette. 

 
25. Add Library objects to your document by dragging the object from the Palette to your 

Document. 
 

26. Open an existing Library in your Document by going to File -> Open and selecting and existing 
Library.  Library files have an “.indl” extension. 

 
Printing in Booklet format 
 

27. The Media Lab computers have the “InBooklet SE” pluggin for InDesignCS2 for both the Mac 
and Windows platforms. 

 
28. Create your document in the usual Spread fashion, save it and bring the document and all files 

it includes (incase you haven’t embedded them) to the Media Lab.  Open your document and go 
to InBooklet SE rather than print. The page numbers not change but the pages will be 
reordered printing the spreads in such a manner as to create a finished booklet (two-sided 
printing with pages in the appropriate order) when assembled. 

 
29. Print a single copy of your document and take the document to Office Services for duplication. 

Important: Printing policies allow you to only print one master print document once it is 
correct.  If your document is to be duplicated using a copier, print from single side 
sheets rather than double sided.  The text from the back of the page may bleed through 
if it has been printed on both sides.  Duplication is accomplished through office services 
or an external print house. 

 
Tips- 

• Other palettes can be docked by moving the palette by a tab, over to an empty 
docking area. 
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• If you want to remove all Masters from a page, drag the Master labeled “none” to 
the page(s). 

 
• InDesign CS2 supports layers in both Photoshop and Acrobat files. 
 
• For publications that are reused frequently but have changes, consider also saving 

your document as a Template!  
 

• Changes to a Master will change all Masters that are derived from it. 
 
• In this Mac version, some items such as Preferences have moved to under the logo 

InDesign CS2 on the Menu Bar.  Context menu items may now be accessed on the 
Mac by holding down the Ctrl key while clicking. 

 
Sharron J. Macklin, Instructional Technology  11/09/05  
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